Press Release – Innovation & Excellence in IT Consultancy UK Award
2016
We are delighted to announce Inspire Corporation has won Innovation & Excellence in IT Consultancy UK in
Corporate LiveWire’s 2016 Innovation & Excellence Awards!
Neil Parker commented, “We are thrilled to win this award which gives recognition to businesses that are
leading the way in their respective industries. We are passionate about creativity and independent
thinking. Embracing change and opportunity is at the heart of why Inspire has grown so rapidly in the current
market. We like to push the boundaries and it’s very rewarding to see that our approach has been recognised.”
Inspire has been involved in a number of cutting edge projects such as the IT infrastructure design and delivery
for the UK’s first 4G mobile service. We’ve also re-platformed an airport and established the entire
infrastructure and service management platform for several new ground-breaking digital challenger banks.
Other areas of our success include delivering video on-demand projects streaming to mobile and tablets.”

About The Awards

All winners of the 2016 Innovation & Excellence Awards are subject to the same rigorous assessment criteria, carried out
by our experienced in-house professionals. This ensures that only the most deserving teams, businesses and individuals
walk away with one of these prestigious accolades. Award winners will gain a place in our soon-to-be published awards
winners’ guide, which will be distributed to over 500,000 businesses and professionals and will be available in all of
Swissport’s Aspire airport lounges worldwide.

All of Corporate LiveWire Awards programmes represent the pinnacle of business achievement, championing the best in
their respective fields, therefore to come out as a clear winner is an achievement to be proud of.

About Inspire
Inspire is a specialist IT services company with a passion for people and technology.
We deliver IT resources as a professional service across EMEA helping businesses achieve their objectives and providing
real value.
Whether you are migrating to the Cloud, undertaking an entire transformation, developing digital applications or seeking
market leading talent to deliver your development projects, we can help you.
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